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Key Events to Watch

Yesterday we saw a general risk-on tone across markets. All major equity
indices rallied as we also saw less demand for government bonds and as a
result yields rose. Gold has been pulling back slightly since Monday, at -0.58%
yesterday. We are a buyer of higher time-frame pullbacks in the precious 
 metal for a multitude of reasons.
Most of the main currency pairs were confined to tight ranges with no real
conviction in either direction except for GBP which showed some strength,
rallying steadily since the release of UK GDP yesterday morning. The rest of
the day was relatively quiet in terms of economic data releases. We did see a
speech from Fed Chair Jerome Powell at 15:00 but this was in fact a non-
event for markets. ECB's Christine Lagarde also spoke yesterday but neither
the Euro nor European equities thought much of it.
Looking to the day ahead we have a very sparse macroeconomic calendar,
however we will see an earnings release from Cisco after market close
tonight. Tomorrow we will see US CPI figures released at 13:30 Irish time.

Irish bank stocks dropped for a second consecutive day yesterday
after the weekend's election success for the left-wing Sinn Féin. AIB
saw a 5.35% drop on Monday followed by a 0.84% fall yesterday, as
Bank of Ireland lost over 8% Monday and a further 1.79% yesterday.
Sinn Féin's manifesto pledged to increase the bank levy in Ireland
from €150m to €200m.
Yesterday American ratings agency Standard & Poor's decided to
maintain Ireland's rating at AA- with a 'stable outlook'. S&P said the
election result could lead to a shift in Ireland's policy settings,
"including toward a more relaxed budgetary stance, despite still-high
public debt". They do not forecast any significant changes to the
country's famously low corporate tax rate.

Irish Election Aftermath

Heineken

AkzoNobel

RBNZ
The NZ Dollar is currently up nearly 1% versus USD following the rate
decision and monetary policy statement release from the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand overnight. The central bank left rates
unchanged at 1.00% and issued a neutral outlook, interestingly also
noting that the Coronavirus does present downside risks. Markets are
now only pricing in a 35% likelihood of the RBNZ cutting rates by
September, down from 80% previously.

Heineken stock is up a significant 6% this morning, after an
announcement today that it will increase its dividend payout and also
raised its forecasts for profits and total revenue for 2020. €1.60 per
share was the 2018 dividend, vs the new €1.68 which will be partially
paid on May 6th.
Profits after tax were up to €2.4b in 2019 from €2.1 the previous year,
while net revenue rose to €23.9b from €22.5b in 2018.
Heineken is the second largest brewer on the planet.

AkzoNobel's share price is up 3.75% on the day after the release of its
Q4 results this morning. The Dutch paints maker announced that its
performance gained momentum in H2 of 2019, driven by a number
of factors such as new pricing initiatives, margin management and
cost saving programs. 
Opertaing income increased to €173m vs €68m y-o-y.
"Our 2019 results show we are on track with our transformation" CEO
Thierry Vanlancker announced, "We made good progress, despite
higher raw material costs and softer end market demand".
The stock gained over 37% in 2019.


